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The hairy snails of the genus Alviniconcha are representative deep-sea

hydrothermal vent animals distributed across the Western Pacific and Indian

Ocean. Out of six known species in the genus Alviniconcha, only one nominal

species of A. marisindicawas found in the Indian Ocean from the Carlsberg Ridge

(CR), Central Indian Ridge (CIR) to the northern part of Southwest Indian Ridge

(SWIR) and Southeast Indian Ridge (SEIR). Recently, the Alviniconcha snails were

found at three new vent fields, named Onnare, Onbada, and Onnuri, in the

northern CIR, which promotes a more comprehensive phylogeographic study of

this species. Here, we examined the phylogeography and connectivity of the

Alviniconcha snails among seven vent fields representing the CR and CIR based

on DNA sequence data of a mitochondrial COI gene and two protein-coding

nuclear genes. Phylogenetic inferences revealed that the Alviniconcha snails of

the newly found in the northern CIR and two vent fields of Wocan and Tianxiu in

the CR were divergent with the previously identified A. marisindica in the

southern CIR and mitochondrial COI data supported the divergence with at

least greater than 3% sequence divergence. Population structure analyses based

on the three genetic markers detected a phylogeographic boundary between

Onnuri and Solitaire that divides the whole snail populations into northern and

southern groups with a low migration rate. The high degree of genetic

disconnection around the ‘Onnuri’ boundary suggests that the Alviniconcha

snails in the Indian Ocean may undergo allopatric speciation. The border may

similarly act as a dispersal barrier to many other vent species co-distributed in the

CIR. This study would expand understanding the speciation and connectivity of

vent species in the Indian Ocean.

KEYWORDS

hydrothermal vent, Alviniconcha snail, allopatric divergence, metapopulation, Central
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Introduction

Historically, deep-sea exploration in the Indian Ocean is rare

and delayed compared to other Oceans (Hashimoto et al., 2001;

Van Dover et al., 2001). But recently, deep-sea exploration in the

Indian Ocean region getting enormous interest (Thaler and Amon,

2019). Result of this, more biogeographical provinces were

discovered in the Indian Ocean regions. Earlier, according to the

eleven biogeographic provinces model of global hydrothermal vents

(Rogers et al., 2012), there was only one province with two close

vent fields in the Central Indian Ridge (CIR) regions. However,

recently two more biogeographical provinces were identified with

discoveries of new active vent fields and biological communities

(Table 1): the northernmost Carlsberg Ridge (CR) and the southern

Southwest Indian Ridge (sSWIR) (Zhou et al., 2018; Zhou et al.,

2022). Besides, new active vent fields have been discovered along the

CIR since the first discovery of the Kairei field around the Rodrigues

Triple junction (Hashimoto et al., 2001): Edmond, Solitaire, Dodo,

and Onnuri (Van Dover et al., 2001; Nakamura et al., 2012; Kim

et al., 2020). Recently, in 2021, two more vent fields, Onnare and

Onbada (Kim et al., unpublished data), were discovered towards the

north of Onnuri. These two vent fields have active chimneys quite

different from Onnuri with diffusive vent fluids rich in methane

(Kim et al., 2020).

Because of the lack of enough sampling in the CIR region, the

vent fauna is not described entirely (Watanabe and Beedessee,

2015). However, due to the recent 20 years of exploration and

research in the CIR region, the biogeography and phylogeography

of hydrothermal organisms in the region have been roughly

outlined despite low resolution by limited information of genetic
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
variations on the mitochondrial fragment (Perez et al., 2021). Most

recently, Zhou et al. (2022) studied biogeography and genetic

connectivity of organisms for expanded regions ranging from the

CIR to the CR (Daxi, Wocan, and Tianxiu vent fields) and the SWIR

(Taincheng, Duanqiao, and Longqi vent fields). Biogeographically

the vent fields along the CIR were clustered into the same province

extending to the Tiancheng vent field in the northern SWIR

(nSWIR) region (Sun et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2022). The

community composition of the CR (Wocan and Tianxiu vent

fields) was quite similar to the CIR communities, including the

common species such as the scaly-foot snails (Chrysomallon

squamiferum), hairy snails (Alviniconcha marisindica), and

mussels (Bathymodiolus septemdierum.) observed in the CIR and

SWIR regions, which create a biogeography dendrogram pattern

along the Indian Ocean from north to south ((CR, (CIR & nSWIR)),

sSWIR) (Zhou et al., 2022). These three common species were not

observed at the Daxi vent field of the CR (Wang et al., 2021).

Besides, A. marisindica was not found at sSWIR but observed along

with bathymodioline mussels at the Pelagia vent field in SEIR

(Gerdes et al., 2019). Such variation in the community

composition along the hydrothermal vent fields of the Indian

Ocean indicates the possibility of ridge offset along the Indian

Ocean ridges that probably act as barriers for the dispersal of vent

species, similar to the community contrast observed in the eastern

Pacific region (Perez et al., 2021). In the eastern Pacific Ocean, the

barrier around the equator and Easter microplate resulted in the

population divergence and speciation of several polychaetes and

bathymodioline mussels (Coykendall et al., 2011; Johnson et al.,

2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Jang et al., 2016). Interestingly, genetically

admixed populations of provannid snails (A. marisindica),
TABLE 1 Active hydrothermal vent fields with ecosystem in the Indian Ocean.

Ridge Region Abbreviation Vent Field References

Carlsberg Ridge CR Daxi (Wang et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2022)

Wocan (Wang et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2022)

Tianxiu (Zhou et al., 2022; Qiu et al., 2023)

Central Indian Ridge North nCIR Onnare Unpublished data

Onbada Unpublished data

Onnuri (Kim et al., 2020)

South sCIR Dodo (Nakamura et al., 2012)

Solitaire (Nakamura et al., 2012)

Edmond (Van Dover et al., 2001)

Kairei (Hashimoto et al., 2001)

Southeast Indian Ridge SEIR Pelagia (Gerdes et al., 2019)

Site21 (Scheirer et al., 1998)

Southwest Indian Ridge North nSWIR Tiancheng (Tao et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020)

South sSWIR Duanqiao (Tao et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2018)

Longqi (Tao et al., 2012; Copley et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2018)
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bythogreid crabs (Austinograea rodriguezensis), alvinocaridid

shrimp (Rimicaris kairei), bathymodioline mussels (B.

septemdierum.) were observed among vent fields from the Solitaire

to the Kairei in the southern CIR (sCIR) region (Nakamura et al.,

2012; Beedessee et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2020; Zhou

et al., 2022). A recent phylogenetic study in the CIR region showed

that the Bathymodiolus mussel and its symbiotic bacterial

populations of Onnuri had diverged from the ancestral lineages of

the southern vent populations of Solitare and Kairei (Jang et al.,

2022), which certainly indicates a presence of geographical structure

between Onnuri and the others in the sCIR region.

In this study, we investigated the genetic connectivity of snails

within the genus Alviniconcha from the CIR to CR, including the

most recently discovered vent fields, Onnare and Onbada, in

the northern CIR (nCIR). The nCIR are geographically located in

the middle the sCIR and the CR. Especially Alviniconcha species is

one of the representative species broadly distributed in the Indian

Ocean region. Therefore, the present study will be helpful to prove

or narrow down the location of the possible geographic boundary

between nCIR and sCIR, as suggested by Jang et al. (2022), and

deepen our understanding of the overall population subdivision

pattern of vent species in the Indian Ocean.
Methods & materials

Sampling & DNA extraction

Hairy snails (Alviniconcha sp.) were obtained from five vent

fields, Tianxiu and Wocan on the CR and Onnare, Onbada, and

Onnuri on the CIR (Table 2). The specimens were collected using

remote operated vehicle (ROV) Ropos, Xiangyanghong 9 and

ShenhaiYihao, human occupied vehicle (HOV) Jiaolong and

video-guided hydraulic grab (Oktopu, Germany) from 2017 to

2022. The Onnare and Onbada are newly discovered vent fields

near 9°S with depths of about 2,984 and 2,523 m, respectively and

are situated at the northern side of the Onnuri vent field (Figure 1,

Table 2). More active vents with black smoker chimneys were

observed around the new vent fields, which are distinct from the

diffusing vents in the Onnuri fields. At those sites, the hairy snail
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assemblages were surrounded by bathymodioline mussel

assemblages. Upon arrival on deck, specimens of the Onnare and

Onbada fields were preserved in 99% ethanol and −20°C, and

specimens of the Onnuri, Wocan and Tianxiu fields were

immediately preserved in −80°C after collection on board.

Genomic DNA was extracted from the foot tissue using QIAamp

Fast DNA Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Inc., Hilden, Germany) or DNeasy

Blood & Tissue Kits (Qiagen, Inc., Hilden, Germany). Two

specimens of the Onnuri field were used to observe the

community composition of symbiotic bacteria in gill tissue. Gill

tissues of the specimens were immediately dissected after arrival on

the deck and fixed in RNAlater at 4°C overnight and preserved at

−20°C. Subsequently, genomic DNA was extracted using FastDNA

Spin Kit for soil (MP Biomedicals, USA).

We targeted three mitochondrial genes (mtCOI, mt12S rRNA,

and mt16S rRNA) and five nuclear genes (EF1a, ATPSa, H3, 18S
rRNA, and 28S rRNA) of Alviniconcha snails. Partial fragment of

each gene was amplified using previously developed or newly

designed primer sets and primer-specific PCR programs

(Supplementary Table 1). PCR was performed by IP-Taq

polymerase (COSMO genetech, South Korea) with 10×buffer,

dNTP, the extracted genomic DNA, and gene-specific primer set

according to a protocol of the manufacturer. All amplified products

were sequenced bidirectionally using 3730xL DNA Analyzer

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Nuclear gene fragments with two or

more heterozygous sites were phased using PHASE v. 2.1 (Stephens

et al., 2001; Stephens and Scheet, 2005). The two nuclear genes

(EF1a and ATPSa) of several specimens from the Wocan and

Tianxiu fields were sequenced on Illumina Novaseq platform: six

samples of the Wocan and two samples of the Tianxiu. DNA library

was prepared with the insert length of 350 bp and sequenced with

paired-end mode and read length of 150bp. Approximately 10Gb of

raw Illumina reads were generated. Low-quality reads and adapter-

contaminated reads were trimmed by Trimmomatic version 0.39

w i t h t h e s e t t i n g s o f ‘LEADING : 2 0 TRAIL ING : 2 0

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:20 MINLEN:50’, and the clean reads were

assembled by SPAdes version 3.15.3 (Prjibelski et al., 2020). Target

gene sequences were manually picked up from the assembled

contigs through the blast result. All sequences generated from this

study were submitted to NCBI (GenBank accession ID: OQ160352–
TABLE 2 Sampling localities.

Dive no. Locality N* Depth (m) Year

DV129 Wocan 11 2,920 2017

JL216 Tianxiu 11 3,300 2022

R2166 Onnare 13 2,984 2021

R2167 Onbada 12 2,523 2021

R2160 Onnuri 2 1,993 2021

GTV1809 Onnuri 9 2,022 2018

GTV1904 Onnuri 8 2,015 2019

GTV1906 Onnuri 4 2,023 2019
*Number of samples collected in this study.
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OQ160421 for mtCOI gene; OQ149997–OQ150020 for mt12S

rRNA, mt16S rRNA, 18S rRNA and 28S rRNA; OQ161779–

OQ161988 for EF1a, ATPSa, and H3).
Phylogenetic analyses and
molecular analyses

Phylogenetic analyses were conducted using concatenated

sequences of the three mitochondrial and five nuclear genes. Two

specimens were randomly chosen from three vent fields, Onnare,

Onbada and Onnuri, on the nCIR. Sequences of Alviniconcha

species and outgroup, Ifremeria nautilei, were downloaded from

GenBank (Supplementary Table 2). Alignment of sequences was

conducted using the MUSCLE algorithm (Edgar, 2004) in the

Geneious Prime 2022.2.1. In the case of ribosomal RNA

sequences, their ambiguously aligned positions of them were

trimmed using Gblocks v. 0.91b on the Phylogeny.fr website,

http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr/ (Castresana, 2000; Dereeper et al.,

2008). The poorly aligned sites were eliminated by the setting for

a less stringent selection allowing smaller final blocks, gap positions,

and less strict flanking positions. Finally, we concatenated multi-

locus sequencing data into two different datasets: 1) concatenated

sequences of 981 bp including mtCOI (459 bp), ATPSa (297 bp),

and EF1a (225 bp) and 2) concatenated sequences of 2,880 bp

includingmtCOI (459 bp),mt12S rRNA (303 bp),mt16S rRNA (470

bp), ATPSa (297 bp), EF1a (225 bp), H3 (273 bp), 18S rRNA (538

bp), and 28S rRNA (315 bp).

Phylogenetic analyses were carried out based on Maximum

Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference (BI) approaches. The

selection of the best-fitting substitution model of the data was

estimated using Smart Model Selection, SMS, based on the AIC

(Akaike Information Criterion) and ML approach were

implemented in PhyML v. 3.0 (Guindon et al., 2010) on the

website, ATGC, http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/ (Guindon

and Gascuel, 2003). The ‘GTR+ G + I’ model was used for the

concatenated sequences. The ML tree was constructed with 1,000

bootstrap replicates. The BI tree was inferred with 30,000,000

iteration and 25% burnin using the MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and

Ronquist, 2001) on the Geneious Prime. The fragments of mtCOI

gene from one specimen per each vent field in the CR and CIR were

used to calculate the genetic distance, which was carried out based

on the Kimura 2 parameter model using MEGA v. 11 (Tamura

et al., 2021).

ThemtCOI gene plus nuclear ATPSa and EF1a genes were used

for the population genetic analyses. Sequences of the A. marisindica

in the Edmond and Kairei fields were obtained from previous

population genetic studies, Johnson et al. (2015) and Breusing

et al. (2020) (GenBank accession ID: KF467897–KF467921 for

mtCOI; MT147664–MT147723 for EF1a; MT148274–MT148329

for ATPSa). Sequences for each gene were aligned using the

MUSCLE algorithm on the Genious Prime. Overlapped fragments

were used for subsequent analyses after elimination of indel sites:

582 bp for mtCOI, 219 bp for EF1a, and 296 bp for ATPSa. The
individual named as “JL301-8” from the Edmond was ruled out for

subsequent molecular analyses due to very low sequence similarity
FIGURE 1

Sampling locations and hydrothermal vent fields in Indian Ocean
reported to date. (A) The sampling sites of Alviniconcha snails along
Carlsberg Ridge and Central Indian Ridge. The map was created
using Ocean Data View v. 5.6.3 with the General Bathymetric Chart
of the Oceans (GEBCO) 2014 grid. Colored circles represent
sampling locations. White and gray circles represent the vent fields
where Alviniconcha snails were observed but not analyzed in this
study and not observed to date, respectively (Nakamura et al., 2012;
Zhou et al., 2018; Gerdes et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020). The
abbreviations are described in Table 1. The dashed line with “*”
represents the phylogeographic boundary observed from
Alviniconcha snails in this study. Vent community with Alviniconcha
snails and Bathymodiolus mussels at the Onnare vent field (B) and
Onbada vent field (C).
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on ATPSa (< 92%) and the limit for identification of species by no

data formtCOI gene (MT148328–9 for ATPSa gene; MT147720–21

for EF1a gene). Estimation of genetic diversity and genetic

differentiation (FST), and analysis of molecular variance

(AMOVA) were conducted using Arlequin v. 3.5 (Excoffier and

Lischer, 2010). For mantel test, the geographic distance between

vent fields were estimated based on longitude and latitude from the

webserver of National Hurricane Center and Central Pacific

Hurricane Center (https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gccalc.shtml). The

GPS locations of the Edmond and Kairei fields were based on the

Van Dover et al. (2001). The correlation between the pairwise FST
values for each genetic marker and the geographic distances were

examined through Mantel tests using Genodive v. 3.0 (Meirmans,

2020). In addition, stratified mantel tests were performed to

examine the effect of the hierarchical grouping of populations

using the same program. Median-joining network (Bandelt et al.,

1999) was estimated and drawn using PopART v. 1.7 (Leigh and

Bryant, 2015). Assignment of individuals into population was

examined based on genotypes of mtCOI and nuclear ATPSa and

EF1a sequences using STRUCTURE v. 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000).

The posterior probability of the number of discrete cluster (K)

ranging from 1 to 7 was estimated through 10 independent runs

including 1,000,000 iterations and 10% burnin. The most probable

of K was determined by the delta K method of Evanno et al. (2005)

on website (https://taylor0.biology.ucla.edu/structureHarvester/),

Structure Harvester (Earl and Vonholdt, 2012). Finally, the mean

Q-matrix for individuals were produced by CLUMPP v. 1.1.2

(Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 2007). The genotypes of two nuclear

genes were used to analyze recent migration based on the bayesian

approach using BayesAss v. 3.04 (Wilson and Rannala, 2003). The

individuals with only mtCOI data were ruled out from this analysis.

It assumed the linkage disequilibrium of loci within parental

populations, which were tested using GenePop v. 4.7.5 on the

webserver and based on the Bonferroni corrected significant level

(https://genepop.curtin.edu.au/) (Rousset, 2008). The posterior

probability was estimated from 250,000,000 iterations after burnin

of 1,000,000 and a sampling frequency of 5,000. Mixing parameters

for allele frequencies and inbreeding coefficient were set as 0.3 and

0.8, respectively. The convergence diagnostics of MCMC estimates

were tested based on several diagnostics using R-script, including

methods of Geweke (Geweke, 1992), Raftery and Lewis (Raftery and

Lewis, 1992), and Heidelberg and Welch (Heidelberger and

Welch, 1983).
Relative abundance and phylogenetic
analysis of symbiotic bacteria

We conducted amplicon sequencing of 16S rRNA targeting the

V3–V4 region using dual indexing approach (Fadrosh et al., 2014)

based on universal primer for bacteria, 341F (5’-CCTACGG

GNGGCWGCAG-3’) and 805R (5’-GACTACHVGGGTATCT

AATCC-3’) (Herlemann et al., 2011). Sequences were generated

from Illumina MiSeq platform using 2×250 paired-end protocol.

Raw sequencing data were analyzed through the microbiome

taxonomic profi l ing pipel ine in EzBioCloud (https: //
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www.ezbiocloud.net, Chunlab, Inc., Seoul, Korea). Raw sequencing

data of paired-end reads was filtered using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al.,

2014), merged using PANDAseq (Bartram et al., 2011; Masella et al.,

2012). Subsequently, the primers were trimmed. The filtered reads were

aligned using HMMER and denoised using DUDESeq (Lee et al.,

2017). The reads were assigned according to taxonomic level (Yarza

et al., 2014) using USEARCH (Edgar, 2010) based on the EzBioCloud

16S rRNA database (Yoon et al., 2017; Park and Won, 2018), and

chimeric sequences among reads not assigned were removed using

UCHIME algorithm (Edgar et al., 2011). The most dominant contig

among reads was chosen and used to examine the phylogenetic

relationship with other gill-associated bacteria of Alviniconcha

species. The sequence used for the phylogenetic analysis were

submitted to NCBI (GenBank accession ID: OQ198964). The

sequences of sister taxa and out group were obtained from Genbank.

After MUSCLE alignment, ML and BI inferences were carried out with

same processes used for the host species. The ‘GTR’ with FreeRate for

variation across sites (‘R’ model) was figured out as the best-fitting

model and used for the ML approach. For BI approach, no variation

across sites (‘equal’) was assumed instead of the FreeRate model, which

was unavailable on the MrBayes.
Results

Phylogenetic relationship

Phylogenetic analysis with concatenated sequences of multi loci

suggests that Alviniconcha snails from the nCIR, including Onnare,

Onbada, and Onnuri fields, clustered into the well-supported

monophyletic clade and formed a sister clade with A. marisindica

(Figure 2). Among species in the Western Pacific (WP), A. boucheti

was the most closely related to Alviniconcha species of the Indian

Ocean based on high bootstrap value and probability from both ML

and BI inferences. ThemtCOI gene sequences of Alviniconcha snails

from CR and nCIR diverged 0.2–0.5% intra- and inter-region but at

least greater than 3% from A. marisindica in Edmond and Kairei

fields (Table 3). According to the phylogenetic relationship and

genetic distance estimation, we, hereafter, refer to the Alviniconcha

snails from nCIR and CR as A. aff. marisindica. Species in the WP

exhibited at least approximately 4% of inter-species genetic

distance (Table 3).
Population structure

The median-joining networks for the mtCOI and nuclear ATPSa
genes represented genetic segregation between geographically northern

and southern clusters of A. aff. marisindica and A. marisindica,

respectively (Figure 3): The CR (Wocan and Tianxiu) and nCIR

(Onnare, Onbada, and Onnuri) populations were separated from the

southern CIR (sCIR; Edmond and Kairei) populations. While distinct

differentiation of northern and southern haplotypes and alleles for

mtCOI and ATPSa genes can be observed, the allele of EF1a gene was

distributed broadly from the CR to sCIR with a few rare genetic

variations in CIR populations. The northern and southern haplotypes
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formtCOI genes were differentiated by at least 17 bp, 2.92% of the total

length of 582 bp (Figure 3). Also, some southern alleles for ATPSa
genes were distributed in nCIR with low frequency.

STRUCTURE also assigned Alviniconcha snails into two

geographically distinct groups, corresponding to the clustering

pattern from the network, based on the second-order rate of change

of the log probability, delta K (K = 2; Figure 4A). The northern

individuals were relatively more heterogeneous than the southern

group. BayesAss revealed that contemporary migrants barely

contributed to the admixed ancestries from relatively low migration

rates between the two groups, about 0.01–0.03: The posterior mean and

median values of migration rate were 0.0243 (s.d. = 0.0201) and 0.0189

from southern to northern groups, and 0.0158 (s.d. = 0.0144) and
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
0.0116 from north to southern groups. The proportion of immigrant

ancestries in each individual also appeared to be limited, given admixed

portion inferred from the STRUCTURE result (Figure 4B). Most

immigrants were identified as post-1st generation immigrants

regardless of source group. The STRUCTURE of K = 3 did not add

more subclusters (Supplementary Figure 1). Additionally, the recent

migration rates among three regions (CR, nCIR and sCIR populations)

were estimated (Supplementary Table 3). The bidirectional migration

rate was assessed between the CR and CIR populations, but the extent

of southward migration was much larger than northward migration:

posterior mean = 0.1031 (s.d. = 0.1005) and median = 0.0594 for

northward migration; posterior mean = 0.2350 (s.d. = 0.1110) and

median = 0.2912 for southward migration.
A B

FIGURE 2

Phylogenetic relationship of Alviniconcha snail species. ML tree based on concatenated data set of three genetic markers (mtCOI, ATPSa, and EF1a) in
(A) and eight genetic markers (mtCOI, mt12S rRNA, mt16S rRNA, ATPSa, EF1a, H3, 18S rRNA, and 28S rRNA) in (B). The bootstrap value (>50%) and
posterior probabilities (>0.70) estimated from ML and BI analyses, respectively, are shown on the nodes. (A) Vent habitats are enclosed in parentheses
next to each taxon name.
TABLE 3 Pairwise genetic distance (%) of mtCOI sequences (459 bp) of A. aff. marisindica with other Alviniconcha species based on Kimura 2
parameter model.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 A. aff. marisindica Wocan

2 A. aff. marisindica Tianxiu 0.22

3 A. aff. marisindica Onnare 0.22 0.00

4 A. aff. marisindica Onbada 0.44 0.22 0.22

5 A. aff. marisindica Onnuri 0.44 0.22 0.22 0.00

6 A. marisindica Edmond 3.60 3.37 3.37 3.60 3.60

7 A. marisindica Kairei 3.60 3.37 3.37 3.60 3.60 0.44

8 A. boucheti 9.97 10.24 10.24 10.50 10.50 9.45 9.45

9 A. adamantis 12.39 12.12 12.12 12.39 12.39 11.53 12.07 13.17

10 A. hessleri 12.85 12.57 12.57 12.85 12.85 12.26 12.26 15.68 14.59

11 A. kojimai 12.85 12.57 12.57 12.30 12.30 13.91 13.91 16.56 14.30 4.56

12 A. strummeri 13.88 13.61 13.61 13.61 13.61 13.84 14.40 15.94 12.82 10.52 9.73
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Pairwise FST for mtCOI and ATPSa genes supported the

geographical population structure between northern and southern

groups (Table 4). The pairwise FST values between the two groups

were significant and ranged from 0.88 to 0.92 for mtCOI and from

0.51 to 0.88 for ATPSa. For the mtCOI gene, pairwise FST inter-
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
populations within the northern group, between CR and nCIR, were

also statistically significant despite less genetic differentiation than

that inter groups (FST = 0.128–0.24, p-value=0.0005–0.008). The

Onnare population differed significantly from the Onbada

population (FST = 0.109, p-value = 0.046). For the EF1a gene, a

significant FST value was estimated between the Onnuri and sCIR

populations (FST = 0.040, p-value = 0.046 between the Onnuri and

Kairei; FST = 0.030, p-value = 0.039 between the Onnuri and

Edmond). The pairwise FST values were significantly correlated

with geographic distance between vent habitats (Mantel’s r = 0.668,

p-value = 0.044 for mtCOI; Mantel’s r = 0.699, p-value = 0.015 for

ATPSa). However, the stratified Mantel test conducting

permutation within clusters based on the STRUCTURE result

exhibited a significant correlation only for the ATPSa, not for the
mtCOI gene (Stratified Mantel’s r = 0.699, p-value = 0.043

for ATPSa).
Gill-associated symbiotic bacteria

An average of 25,220 reads were obtained in each host

individual collected from Onnuri vent field. Gill-associated

symbiotic bacteria of A. aff. marisindica was predominantly

identified as Sulfurovum-related Campylobacteria based on 16S

rRNA gene fragments (>99%; Figure 5A). The most abundant 16S

rRNA contig of two A. aff. marisindica specimens were identical

(sequence similarity = 100%). Phylogenetic analysis revealed that

gill-associated bacteria of A. aff.marisindica formed a monophyletic

cluster with the Sulfurovum lineage along with the gill symbiotic
FIGURE 3

Median-joining network of mtCOI, ATPSa and EF1a genes. Each circle represents a distinct haplotype or allele, and its size is proportional to the
frequency. Colors in the circle are consistent with the colors of vent fields on the map in the Figure 1. Black circle is the hypothetical haplotype.
Hatch mark represents a single nucleotide mutation.
A

B

FIGURE 4

Genetic structure and recent migration of Alviniconcha populations
in the Indian Ocean. (A) STRUCTURE analysis (K = 2). Colors of bar
represent assigned clusters K of each individual into the northern
group (orange) and southern group (blue). (B) BayesAss estimation.
The colors of the bar represent the posterior probabilities of native
and migrant ancestries estimated from the genotypes of each
individual. The migrant ancestries were colored with a similar color
tone to the native group.
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bacteria of A. marisindica and A. boucheti, but this cluster was

weakly supported with less than 50% of bootstrap value and

approximately 0.74 posterior probability (Figure 5B). We found

two distinct lineages of bacteria associated with Alviniconcha snails,

some are clustered with Sulfurovum and others are with

Sulfurimonas lineages (Figure 5B).
Discussion

Biogeographical discontinuity

Earlier it was observed that the Mid-Ocean Ridge system of the

Indian Ocean consists of three distinguished biogeographical

provinces, CR, CIR-nSWIR and sSWIR (Zhou et al., 2022). The

addition of three vent sites, Onnare, Onbada and Onnuri, in the

northern vent sites helped find the location of potential boundaries

between CIR and CR. In this study, we observed the biogeographical

discontinuity in nCIR and sCIR regions. Particularly multi loci

sequences including mitochondrial and nuclear genetic markers

showed that two phylogenetically distinct Alviniconcha snail

lineages exist across the boundary in allopatry. The high level of

genetic distance for mtCOI sequences suggests the divergence

beyond population-level to speciation level. Genotypic assignment

based on three genetic loci supported a genetic subdivision of A. aff.

marisindica populations in CR and nCIR region from the A.

marisindica populations in sCIR region. The high genetic

connectivity of A. marisindica in the sCIR region is coincide with

the findings observed among three vents of sCIR (Solitaire, Edmond

and Kairei) (Beedessee et al., 2013). Taken together the observation

by Beedessee et al., 2013, the limited migration among northern and
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
southern CIR vent populations observed in this study suggested that

the putative dispersal barrier is expected to be located between the

Onnuri and Solitaire vent fields. Statistically significant genetic

differentiation between two geographical groups also supported

the divergence by geographic isolation, that is, allopatric

divergence between the two Alviniconcha snail lineages. The

stratified mantel test for the mtCOI and ATPSa genes supported

the differentiation of population clustering into north and south

regions due to the isolation by geographical distance on the

divergence process of Alviniconcha lineages.

The genetic structure and haplotype networks of the three

genetic markers show that Alviniconcha individuals from the CR

and nCIR ridges are genetically very close. Therefore, the

intermediate region between the sampled vents of the two ridges

does not seem to have any dispersal barrier to the snails that could

potentially subdivide them. However, given the limited genetic

variation from just several loci of the present study, we cannot

entirely rule out the possibility of a geographic boundary that could

be seen with only sufficient genetic data, such as genome-wide

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between the two ridges.

The high genetic connectivity between the CR and nCIR is

somewhat unexpected since the Tianxiu vent field in the CR, and

the Onnare in the nCIR are separated by more than 1,500 km.

Though the genetic differentiation (FST) of mtCOI between these

two vents was statistically significant, the genetic distances of DNA

sequences were minimal or nothing (Figure 3). Furthermore, the

other nuclear gene makers (ATPSa and EF1a) showed no genetic

differentiation between them (Table 4). This result may be because

there are many undiscovered hydrothermal vents in the 1,500 km

gap. These hidden habitats likely act as stepping stones linking the

spread and distribution of Alviniconcha snails along the CR and
TABLE 4 Geographic distance (Geo) and pairwise genetic differentiation (FST) between vent localities. First listed matrix is below and second matrix is
above the diagonal.

Wocan Tianxiu Onnare Onbada Onnuri Edmond Kairei

mtCOI/Geo* Wocan 0 468 1920 1921 2079 3500 3668

Tianxiu 0.008 0 1528 1529 1698 3122 3289

Onnare 0.220 0.240 0 3 182 1595 1762

Onbada 0.159 0.142 0.109 0 180 1593 1760

Onnuri 0.155 0.128 0.037 -0.010 0 1425 1592

Edmond 0.886 0.923 0.858 0.922 0.881 0 167

Kairei 0.897 0.922 0.876 0.921 0.889 -0.013 0

ATPSa/EF1a Wocan 0 0.000 0.073 0.087 0.011 0.037 0.007

Tianxiu 0.025 0 0.058 0.067 0.001 0.021 -0.002

Onnare -0.017 0.034 0 -0.055 -0.003 0.057 0.039

Onbada 0.007 0.019 -0.034 0 -0.014 0.041 0.025

Onnuri 0.011 0.026 -0.022 0.013 0 0.040 0.030

Edmond 0.724 0.833 0.517 0.666 0.512 0 -0.015

Kairei 0.826 0.880 0.645 0.768 0.610 0.021 0
*The unit of geographic distance is km.
Bold values are statistically significant (a = 0.05).
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nCIR. In other words, the unexpectedly high similarity compared to

the distance apart may be due to the undetected intermediate

habitats between the two hydrothermal regions. Therefore, future

deep-sea exploration in this intermediate region between the

Tianxiu and Onnare vent fields will likely lead to the discovery of

new potential hydrothermal vents.
Gene flow and effect of environmental and
ecological factors on the divergence

The genotype assignment based on mitochondrial and nuclear

genes suggested that many admixed individuals in the northern

region originated from the southern region. This finding extended

the observation of the gene flow from the south to the north ridge of

the Indian Ocean (Perez et al., 2021). The Bayesian approach based

on genotypes of nuclear genes indicates the current gene flow

scarcely contributed. Estimation at the individual level suggested a

relatively higher degree of gene flow from south to north in the past,

as an allele type of post-1st generation immigrant was observed in a

relatively large number of individuals in the northern region

compared to the southern region. This directionality matches well

with the northward flow of the deep current at 2500–3000 m depth

predicted by the modeling approach (Reid, 2003).

The dispersal of bathymodiolin mussel populations was limited

due to lateral offsets by transform faults (TF), such as Marie Celeste

FZ, of about 100 km long and about 5 km deep between the Onnuri

and Solitaire vent fields (Jang et al., 2022). The lateral offsets by the

TF disrupt larval dispersal, especially in the slow-spreading ridge

system, which induces the cross-axis current to interrupt passively

dispersing larvae (Johnson et al., 2006; Young et al., 2008). Likewise,
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
the TFs between Tiancheng and Longqi along the SWIR were

interpreted to result in low connectivity of the scaly-foot snail, C.

squamiferum (Sun et al., 2020). The dispersal distance of

Alviniconcha snails was more limited than the bathymodiolin

mussels, even though Alviniconcha species were expected to

possess a planktotrophic larval stage like the vent mussels during

larvae (Waren and Bouchet, 1993). Although the behavior and

physiology of Alviniconcha larvae are poorly known, several in-situ

observations revealed a predominant distribution of gastropod

larvae near the bottom, probably driven by negative buoyancy or

downward swimming (Mullineaux et al., 2005; Metaxas, 2011;

Mullineaux et al., 2013). Because the vertical distribution of larvae

affects the dispersal process related to the current depending on the

depth (Mcgillicuddy et al., 2010; Gary et al., 2020), the dispersal of

larvae near the bottom is more likely to be impedded by the lateral

offset of the ridge axis. Consequently, the geographical subdivision

of the Alviconcha snails in the Indian Ocean might be associated

with the spatial distribution pattern of larvae near the bottom.

Future investigations for larva duration and dispersal depth are

needed to fully understand the geographical connectivity and

diverging process identified by genetic studies.

In addition, the unique geomorphological features of the Onnuri

vent field are also suggested to contribute to accelerating the geographic

subdivision between nCIR and sCIR. The Onnuri vent field attracted

attention with several different characteristics from the general

hydrothermal vents. First, the Onnuri hydrothermal area was formed

at the top of the topography rising from the main surface, not near the

expansion axis of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, where volcanic activity is

concentrated. The Onnuri field locates on the summit of ocean core

complexes of dome-shaped and is relatively distant from the ridge axis,

approximately 12 km apart (Pak et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2020; Lim et al.,
A

B

FIGURE 5

Relative abundance of gill-associated symbiotic bacteria and phylogenetic tree of dominant symbiont based on 16S rRNA sequences. (A) At the
genus level, bacterial community compositions in gill tissue of Alviniconcha snails from the Onnuri vent field. (B) Phylogenetic relationship among
gill-association bacteria of Alviniconcha snails.
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2022). This topography is composed of the lower ocean crust and

upper mantle, which have been raised to the sea floor by long-lasting

faulting activities. As a result, the Onnuri field is ultramafic-hosted

hydrothermal system with non-magmatic heat source (Lim et al.,

2022). When olivine, a mantle rock, is altered by hydrothermal

circulation, it turns into serpentine, and hydrogen and methane are

generated in this process. Therefore, the hydrothermal plume of

Onnuri is characterized by high hydrogen and methane

concentration. Therefore, it is presumed that these geological and

chemical characteristics affect the vent environment and organisms and

ecosystem of Onnuri, possibly slightly differentiating its populations

from those of other vents located near areas of ridge axes. Comparative

studies involving vent organisms in this area and its neighboring vent

fields, such as Onnare and Onbada, are urgently needed.

On the other hand, bidirectional migration was observed between

the CR and nCIR populations, and in particular, the migration rate

southward was relatively higher. The limited information on the

oceanic bottom current did not allow for linking the biological and

abiotic factors to understand the dispersal pattern of vent snails.

However, the migration pattern of Alviniconcha snails would serve as

a reference for inferring the geographical connectivity of other vent

invertebrates in the Indian Ocean region.
Alviniconcha snail gill-associated bacteria

Gill-associated bacteria from A. aff. marisindica were identified

as taxa of the genus Sulfurovum within Campylobacteria. In WP,

Alviniconcha snails’ divergence was explained by geographical

separation and ecological isolation due to niche segregation

through the acquisition of different phylotypes of chemosynthetic

bacterial symbionts in Gammaproteobacteria and Campylobacteria

at different vent fields through horizontal transmission of

symbionts (Breusing et al., 2020; Breusing et al., 2022). However,

as dominant symbiont species, we could only detect the Sulfurovum

genus within the phylum Camphylobacteria from the Onnuri vent

Alviniconcha snails. Due to the small sample size in this study, we

might not detect multiple phylogenetic lineages of symbionts as

equivalent as seen in the West Pacific. A more extensive data set

with more samples covering the various vents are needed to

investigate symbionts’ role in the divergence of Alviniconcha

snails in the Indian Ocean.
Conclusion

In this study, we confirmed a phylogeographic boundary in the

CIR region using the endemic Alviniconcha vent snails that distributes

broadly in the Indian Ocean.We have extended sample collection from

the initially found southern Central Indian Ridge up to the Carlsberg

Ridge north of the Indian Ocean. While previous genetic studies have

shown high genetic connectivity of this species among the vents in the

sCIR, this study suggested the existence of a phylogeographic boundary

between the Onnuri and Solitaire vent fields. TheAlviniconcha snails of

the newly found Onnare, Onnuri, and Onbada vent fields in the nCIR

and two other vent fields of Wocan and Tianxiu in the CR formed a
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monophyletic but divergent clade with the previously identified A.

marisindica in the sCIR, suggesting that the degree of separation

between the two major clades goes beyond population-level to

speciation. The location of the phylogeographic boundary is

generally consistent with other studies on invertebrate vent species.

The phylogeographic border was likely formed by the geographical

habitat gaps that impede the connectivity of Alviniconcha snails. In

future works, comparative studies with multiple vent species around

the boundary are required to further re-confirm the findings in this

study. In addition, examinations of morphological characteristics of

Alviniconcha snails in the CR and nCIR are needed to clarify

taxonomic identification.
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